I want to create client application manage Virtuozzo Containers using XML API by PHP script. Can you help me?

My only experience with XML, was with a local public library that used it, and was integrated into an Open Source ILS system.

I did a search on the Net, as to where you want to head with this, at this link.

http://codingforums.com/showthread.php?t=163430

It is not an absolute, but if you are looking to create your own web-based app, look the code over, for ideas.
By my experiences in creating my own web-based front-end to manage a VPS server for OpenVZ, a simple menu script that I wrote some time back, not only created a VPS for active network use, and destroyed a given VPS, it even monitored a VPS, via "DSTAT logs to LabPlot", was far superior than anything that I tried, without re-inventing the wheel.
I think you will find, simplicity has virtue.
For my particular web-based app, I used a combination of PHP and PERL.
I hope this link, may help you some.